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A commission for a dwelling for a family with a child with severe autism gave us the opportunity 
to make an Agreement of Investigation between the University of Alicante and ASTRADE – As-
sociation for Individuals with Autism in Murcia Region.
An opportunity that turned into a creation of an architecture that went beyond building a mere 
house with the functional requirements to accommodate Autism Spectrum Disorder – ASD. 
Co-directed with Halldóra Arnardóttir, art historian, we had the ambition to create therapeutic 
architecture. That is to say, the house itself would serve the child to develop and mature.
To reach that goal the Pictogram House is a guide designed as to strengthen the frontal view 
of the objects and to be read from the left to right. Moreover, the order of the rooms is foresee-
able and announces the next one at every step. Even more, each room is associated to one 
determined activity:
– firstly, routines provide a person with ASD a strategy to understand and foresee the order of 
events that surround him/her, as a consequence, agitation generally diminishes and encourag-
es the development of skills;
– secondly, if the parents do not foresee routines, it is common that a person with ASD will 
develop his/her own, which might be less adoptive or acceptable;
– thirdly, if the Manual for the Pictogram House draws out a clear and straight route, depending 
on the circumstances – such as the characteristics of the person with Autism, the place where 
to build the house or the family’s economy –, the final architecture is designed with an incorpo-
rated flexibility.

The program of house needs to be very structured, in such a way that the child knows exactly 
that every space relates to a specific action, and the relationship with the next space/action 
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beyond the choice of colours, acoustics, safety or materials. Through a Research of Alicante 
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sents the objects in a frontal view, organized from left to right, which makes it easier for him to 
understand the surrounding. Therefore, the house teaches him skills to order processes, such 
as taking off his coat and shoes when entering the house.
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that is ahead. Let’s take a closer look at the individual elements of each room:
– one enters in the hall through a front door that is clearly demarcated from the outside of the 
house; a traditional hanger for coats is the first thing you notice; the hanger, directly taken from 
the image of the pictogram, seeks attention, so to speak, and waits for coats to be hung – if the 
pictograms are produced from an abstraction of the reality, the architecture of the Pictogram 
House is produced the construction of the pictogram themselves; next to the right is a comfort-
able chair with slippers next to it; on the walls are photographs of the family;
– from the entrance hall there is direct access to the toilet with washbasin; the organization is 
a clear sequence of actions; when the door is opened, the washbasin is visible, and the order 
of the units is a tap, soap, and a towel; opposite the washbasin is the toilet, so one sees it in a 
frontal way before leaving the toilet;
– laundry facilities are also connected to the entrance; this arrangement is intended for the 
child to enter the apartment clean after playing outside with water and soil;
– storage room for food takes over, everything sorted by size, weight or even different meals; 
accessibility is limited here, but in collaboration with parents;
– then one enters the kitchen; a big working bench with rounded corners is in the middle, 
explicitly so that the family can all take part in the cooking as a social interaction; from here you 
can walk directly to the orchard; different vegetables are grown there to be used in cooking; 
when the child goes to the garden, he immediately monitors the passage of time since the 
plants are seasonal;
– to facilitate the connection between cooking and eating for the child, the dining table is 
placed directly following the workbench; but at the edge of the desk are cutlery and plates for 
the family so the child can lay the table; the goal for the family is to enjoy eating together and 
having conversations, undisturbed;
– the living room follows the dining room, where the child’s diary is kept with the day’s organ-
ization, as well as the folder that contains available picture cards of things and actions if the 
child needs further help to express himself; the living room is another family gathering place to 
watch TV, talk and enjoy the view from the outside garden;
– it is desirable that the child has special facilities to play and do his homework; it happens in a 
separated room from other areas, according to the TEACCH teaching method, which assumes 
a very organized environment where there are very defined the individual work and group work 
zones; also, there are places to play, physical movement in front of a mirror, for thinking and 
coordinating emotions;
– the bathroom for the child is spacious and organized so it is easy to access even for a wheel-
chair; the order of the toilet equipment is the same as in the toilet by the hall;
– next to the bathroom is the child’s bedroom and it is only for sleeping and resting; there are 
two windows in that room, one facing East and the other West, so that the child can follow the 
sun’s cycle; the wardrobe is large because the clothes are hung up with a frontal vision of 
them, like in a window-shop of a store; this arrangement offers the parents the possibility to 
negotiate with the child during weekends the clothes of the seven days of the week, avoiding 
everyday conflicts;
– although all the rooms of the house are on the ground floor, the parents’ sleeping area is 
located on the first floor; it is a unit consisting of a bedroom with a dressing room and a small 
lounge with views to the horizon.

One can see the direct application of the Manual for the Pictogram House in the layout of the 
house finally built: “la Casa LM+L”. The drawings of each room coincide, including their furni-
ture and the rest of the elements, as well as the order in the layout of the house.
Although the parents were against having their bedroom on the first floor, since they wanted 
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to be by the child, finally they were easily convinced “by medical prescription”. It was in fact 
thanks to José Manuel Herrero Navarro, Psychologist and Pedagogue, and today’s Director of 
‘Equipo Específico de Autismo’ – Murcia Region – who explained to us that a great number of 
parents with an ASD child get divorced. They are so concentrated in the care of the child that 
they forget to take care of themselves. That was the reason for incorporating a suit in the pro-
ject, a space for the parents to be used at the end of the day, once the child is asleep. Then 
they have time and space for themselves. Upstairs, with long views over the Murcia orchards, 
they will find their necessary privacy.
Once we defined each room and its specific activity, a work that was done in collaboration 
with different international experts, we had clear that the house would be a very well-organized 
succession of spaces/activities where the child would feel an order. It would be a house like a 
long train, where every wagon is a different room, a linear house that could measure up to 50 
mts long.
At this moment we recalled the first time going to Ikea. Personally, I remember trying to visit the 
shop when it opened in Murcia. It was impossible, since it seems that everybody wanted to see 
it, to experience what it was considered the arrival of modernity. It was not until a month later 
when I managed to visit the shop. It was amazing how well structured its spaces were:
Living rooms / Living room storage / Workspaces / Kitchens / Dining / Bedrooms / Bedroom 
storage / Children / Tableware / Cookshop / Bed textiles / Bathroom / Textiles / Rags / Home 
organization / Lighting / Wall decoration & mirrors / Home decoration.

After doing the long route I didn’t return to Ikea until I needed to buy something for the bath-
room. This second time I went there, the highly organized space I had enjoyed so much be-
came an infinite nightmare and impossible to escape from. But, during the worst moment of the 
experience, automatically I discovered shortcuts, which allowed me to jump into another room 
avoiding the long path.
In 2011 we organized the Master trip to London, where we had multiple meetings interviewing 
experts on urban sustainability. From that experience we started collaborating with Space 
Syntax, directed by Alan Penn, professor of Urban Planning at the Bartlett School of Architec-
ture – UCL. Their research was enlightening the way to realize the importance of intelligibility of 
space, as the correlation between local and global notion of the house.
Space Syntax forecasts the impacts of planning, transport, economic and design decisions on 
people and property for all scales of development. This is a process based on geometry, the 
number of connexions of the axial network and evidence based on human behaviour for cities, 
urban places and buildings. Between two points, A and B, humans tend to move not in the 
shorter way but along that street that offers more possibilities of changing our mind. Therefore, 
it is possible to relate different colours to the streets of a city to different amount of connec-
tions, being red for the more connected and blue for the dead end.
Penn’s analysis of IKEA shows how there exists a provoked unintelligibility of the space to 
remove the autonomy of the client. First, they measured the real movements of clients and 
afterwards they produced a Space Syntax graph. Both drawings look different. That relates to 
the perception we have of the space: we can feel lost although we cannot get lost. And that is 
crucial for losing our autonomy and makes us consume more.
This collaboration was fundamental for us when proposing a plan for the house that establishes 
correlation between its parts and the notion of the home. It was important for the house to pro-
mote the autonomy of the child, having him always sure where he was and to be able to pre-
dict the next space. As it happens in the shopping malls, there is a strong association between 
location and action, but we include the notion to knowing where on is, anticipating the next 
action/space: all the spaces turn around the courtyard, which acts as the hub that organizes 
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the home, as well as being the space where the child can develop those activities that are not 
allowed in a “conventional house”: playing with water, swimming in the mud, throwing gravel to 
the air, or even rubbing his genitals with the soft ground… actions of freedom for our child that 
relates to his body.

Casa LM+L learns from the Ikea’s short cuts, allowing the child to reach his bedroom from 
different ways. The designed routes are available to the decision of the parents, in that way the 
house will encourage the child to be flexible, a necessary quality to get integrated in society. 
Today, for example, the child does not stand any variation on the way from his home to his 
school, something that provokes tense moments when they need to deviate the route due to 
urban works.
Within the structure of the house, therefore, scenes are created to reinforce the social habits 
and even the ability to choose the ways to go from one place to another in the least amount of 
time. The use of shortcuts between rooms are thus to be acknowledged, although negotiated, 
by the family by doing activities in a slightly differently way, playing games or the food that is 
being prepared etc. With these gestures, the house makes an attempt to increase the capacity 
of the person with ASD to handle his/her needs in an autonomous way.
Once we had the basic project of the house developed, it was a magic the moment we showed 
it to our experts: still one remembers, for example, when the Psychologist Jose Manuel Herrero 
told us that the final result of the research was a better house that his own. He would feel more 
secured there and at the same time more stimulated. It was the moment when architecture 
learned from a neurological disorder, ASD in this case, understanding it as a different reality, 
just different to ours, knowing that we can learn so much from it. This is an architecture that 
embraces intelligibility, time, collaboration, integration, prediction and autonomy.
The experts who have assessed this work are:
– Salvador Martínez Saura, Co-Director ASTRADE;
– José Manuel Herrero Navarro, Psychologist y Pedagogue, Director ‘Equipo Específico de 
Autismo’, Región de Murcia;
– Carlos Casas Fernández, Paediatric Neurologist;
– Michelle López, Director Program of Accessibility, Children’s Museum of the Arts, New York;
– Barry M. Prizant, Director, Childhood Communication Services, Brown University, Rhode 
Island;
– Carrie McGee, Assistant Director Community and Access Programs, Museum of Modern Art, 
New York;
– Lourdes Viñuelas, Speech therapist - Teacher;
– Sigrún Birgisdóttir, Managing director of the ASD Association, Iceland.

They have all shown an interest in following the research closely, results and evaluations that 
will be obtained from individuals with ASD, their families and social impact:
– teach skills in its natural context; community skills, skills to know their emotional state and 
communicate it, skills to prepare food in the kitchen, to understand the passing of time and the 
ability to select the clothes when dressing;
– measuring tool for the evolution of ASD.

The recently built house, Casa LM+L, just won the Award for Accessibility in Architecture of 
Murcia Region. It is a very significant prize since up to now the notion of accessibility just 
dealt with percentages of rams, width of doors and corridors, or radius for a wheelchair to turn 
around. It is a big jump of attitude, from physical measurements into phycological ones, that 
reinforces our conviction: undoubtedly architecture can become part of the therapy for autism.



(image 1) Casa LM+L, entrance view to the garden.

(image 2) Casa LM+L, entering the house.

(image 3) Casa LM+L, preparing lunch.

(image 4) Casa LM+L, courtyard and child’s bedroom.
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